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ELECTROWINNING OF LEAD FROM LEAD SULPHATE.

B. HANAN BEHARI DEY, V. K. RAMACHANDRA A. RAJAGOPALAN, ANE BALAMUTHU RAMASWAMI RAJAGOPALAN, ALL OF THE CENTRAL ELECTRO-CHEMICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, KARACHI, INDIA, ALL INDIAN CITIZENS.

The following specification particularly describes and constitutes the nature of this invention and the manner in which it is to be performed.

This invention relates to the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate which has hitherto been attempted for a long time without much success. Possible raw materials include electrolytic zinc plant tailings, lead sulphate in the form of dust, lead sulphate from sulphuric acid plants, lead sulphate from copper production, etc.

These sheets have grooves for the two anodes and cathodes. The electrodes are arranged at one end of the vessel leaving space at the opposite end for the stirrer (not shown). Leached plumbite solution is fed into this vessel and electrolysis is conducted between 25°C and 50°C. The bigger vessel is being kept on a water bath.
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ELECTROWINNING OF LEAD FROM LEAD SULPHATE.

BIMAN BHAIRI DEY, VEEKARAGAYA ARAVANUSAN AND PALAMUTHI RAMASWAMI RAJAGOPALAN, ALL OF THE CENTRAL ELECTRO-CHEMICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE, KALKUND, INDIA, ALL INDIAN CITIZENS.

The following specification particularly describes and ascertains the nature of this invention and the manner in which it is to be performed.

This invention relates to the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate which has hitherto been attempted for a long time without much success. Possible raw materials include electrolytic zinc plant tailings, lead sulphate in the flue dust, lead sulphate from sulphuric acid plants, lead sulphate from storage battery scrap and also from primary sources, viz., galena concentrates. In previous attempts, brass was used as the leaching agent for lead sulphate. Handling of hot brine, containing lead in solution, evolution of chlorine during electrolysis etc., stood in the way of commercial success. Realizing the enormous difficulties in brine leaching, Prof. Colin G. Fink attempted the leaching of lead sulphate wastes with caustic soda solution. [Fink C. G., and Greenman L. T., Trans Amer. Electro. Soc. 66, 400-478 (1934)]

Prof. Fink employed caustic soda of 92-24 per cent. strength for leaching. The resulting pulps were electrowon employing lead-laden anodes and lead cathodes. An anode, dibenzene sulphate, separated the anolyte from the catholyte. At 60-70°C, employing a current density of 15 amperes/sq. ft., a current efficiency of 95-98 per cent. was reported. No colloids other than gases were tried.

The present invention consists in the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate such as from battery wastes, battery dust, galena concentrates or the like by conducting the electrolysis between 85° and 90°C, using lead-lignes obtained by leaching pure lead sulphate with 30 per cent. caustic soda, containing up to 45 grams per litre of Pb as electrolyte.

Advantages claimed for the new process:

(1) In Prof. Fink’s process 0.6 lb. of oxides of lead were formed for every lb. of lead deposited as metal, while in the new process, all the lead value is recovered as pure metal and none is used up in the formation of oxides of undecomposed composition, the overall recovery is very high.

(2) Prof. Fink employed anode acid as allspire in alkaline solution. While anode might serve well for a limited number of experiments, it is not resistant to the prolonged action of alkali and cannot be employed for large scale work. In the new process, blue asbestos rope is used as the allspire. Besides being corrosion resistant, it completely eliminates the oxidation at the anode by nascent oxygen, and thus ensures quantitative recovery of lead as metal.

(3) Rosin has been found to be the most suitable addition agent. Good and adherent but not soluble deposits are obtained. Glue is not so satisfactory as rosin for use in an alkaline medium.

(4) The process of caustic leaching and subsequent electrowinning which has been worked out for application to lead sulphate wastes from batteries, is quite flexible and can easily be adapted for application to other lead wastes or ores.

Description of the process:

The invention will now be described with the help of accompanying drawings wherein Figure 1 shows a sectional view of an electrolytic cell used in the process.

A stainless steel vessel 1 (0.5 x 0.6 x 0.8) 1.3) constitutes the cell. Two graphite anodes 2 (10 x 0.6 x 0.4) are wrapped sufficiently with blue asbestos rope 3, and kept in position by means of a grooved perspex sheet 7 kept at the bottom of the vessel. A stainless steel cathode 5 (6 x 0.6 x 1.6) also rests on the perspex sheet and has a frame 6 also made of perspex, to avoid “drawing”. All the electrodes are kept rigidly without any lateral play by two strips of perspex 4, fixed at the top of the vessel.

These sheets have grooves for the two anodes and cathodes. The electrodes are arranged at one end of the vessel leaving space at the opposite end for the stirrer (not shown). Leached plumbite solution is fed into this vessel and the electrolysis is conducted between 85° and 90°C. For this purpose, the cell is kept inside another bigger vessel containing water, the whole arrangement being kept on a hot plate. At the experiments are carried out for 8 hours. Rosin is added at the beginning.

Operating Data:

Optimum Conditions:

Electrolyte: Leach-lignes obtained by leaching of pure lead sulphate with 30% caustic soda, with lead content up to 45 grams per litre of Pb.

Addition agent: 0.025 to 0.03% of rosin in solution.

Cathodes: Stainless steel.

Anodes: Acheson graphite.

Diaphragms: Blue asbestos wrapped around the anode.

Voltage: 1.3 to 1.4.

Current density: 8-10 amperes/sq. ft.

Current efficiency: 95-100%.

Power consumption: 0.17 K. W. Hr./lb.

The cathode product is found to be of high purity.

The following are some of the noteworthy features of this process:

(1) Leach-lignes obtained by leaching pure lead sulphate with 30 per cent. caustic soda, containing up to 45 grams per litre of Pb, is employed as a suitable electrolyte for the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate from battery wastes, battery dust, galena concentrates etc., at temperature between 85-90°C.

(2) Stainless steel is the best material of construction for the electrowinning of lead from sodium plumbite solution containing sodium sulphate mentioned in (1).

(3) Plates of Acheson graphite, well wrapped with blue asbestos rope (Bestobe), are used as anodes, being free from disintegration and decay under the conditions of electrolysis.

(4) Blue asbestos (commercially called Bestobe) is a suitable diaphragm material for the electrowinning of lead and there is no increase in voltage and no oxides of lead are formed under the conditions described in 1 to 3 above.

(5) Stainless steel, covered up to 1/10" on three sides by perspex is suitable for use as cathode, under conditions mentioned in 1 to 4 above. There is no "trawing" of lead. Perspex is the best material for the stop off at the edges to prevent "trawing" under conditions described in 1 to 4; (6) Rosin at a concentration of 0.25 to 0.3% per cent. in solution is found to be the best addition agent for the electrowinning of lead from the electrolyte under conditions mentioned in 1 to 5.

(7) Under the conditions of electrolysis described in 1 to 6, a current density of 0.10 amperes/sq. ft. is found to be optimum;

(8) Under the conditions described in 1 to 7, the current efficiency is between 95 and 100 per cent.,

(9) The cell voltage is between 1.3 and 1.4 under the conditions described in 1 to 8;

(10) The power consumption is 0.17 K. W. Hr./lb. of lead metal deposited, under the conditions described in 1 to 9.
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(11) under the conditions of electrowinning described in 1 to 10, the overall recovery is more than 85 per cent, and a "strip" of 30 grams per litre of Pb can be obtained;

(12) process for the electrowinning of lead is specially and particularly suited for the treatment of battery wastes, battery dust (including process wastes), and also for the electrowinning of lead from galena concentrates. The latter may be converted into lead sulphate by any one of the known methods, such as by air-oxidation at about 500°C, or brought into solution by "high pressure leaching" in autoclaves.

We claim:

1. A process for the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate such as from battery wastes, battery dust, galena concentrates or the like by conducting electrolysis between 85° and 90°C, using lead-liquor obtained by leaching pure lead sulphate with 20 per cent caustic soda, containing up to 45 grams per litre of Pb as electrolyte.

2. A process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein a stainless steel cathode is used for the electrolysis.

3. A process as claimed in Claim 1 or 2 wherein plates of asbestos graphite, well wrapped with blue asbestos rope (commercially known as Bestobol) are used as anodes.

4. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein blue asbestos (commercially called Bestobol) is used as diaphragm material for the electrowinning of lead.

5. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein stainless steel covered up to 1/10" on three sides by porapox is used as cathode.

6. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein resin at a concentration of 0.25 to 0.5 per cent, in solution is added to the electrolyte.

7. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein the current density is 8-10 amps/sq. ft.

8. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein the current efficiency is between 95 and 100 per cent.

9. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein the cell voltage is between 1.3 and 1.6.

10. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein the power consumption is 0.17 K.W.H./lb. of lead metal deposited.

11. A process as claimed in any of the preceding claims wherein the overall recovery is more than 85 per cent, and a "strip" of 30 grams per litre of Pb is obtained.

12. A process for the electrowinning of lead from lead sulphate substantially as hereinbefore described.

13. Lead whenever obtained from lead sulphate by electrolysis according to a process substantially as hereinbefore described.

R. BHASKAR PAI,

Patent Officer,

Council of Scientific & Industrial Research.

Dated this 24th day of December 1959.
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